APPLY for MTI-CENTRS Sponsored Participation in two amazing community
based learning opportunities
MTI CENTRS is sponsoring up to 10 MTI member participants for the following
community events this winter: Justified Anger: African American History for a New Day
and The Black History Education Conference: Dreaming in Ethnic Melodies. Members
are encouraged to apply HERE. Application open to MTI members only. Members must
agree to meet ALL expectations of sponsorship. First come first serve. Participants
will be notified if they have qualified for sponsorship by Jan. 18.
It often seems as though black and white Americans live in separate worlds of experience and
understanding. Unless we can bridge those gaps, it will be hard for us to work together to build a
better Madison, a better country, and a better world.
This course is a complement to the other great programs that address racism
in our community. This is a great way to become involved as an ally in Justified
Anger's efforts to reduce racial disparities and bring about healing. This course
is also a meaningful entry point for whatever cross-cultural work you want to do
to make Madison a better place.
SPONSORSHIP ATTENDANCE EXPECTATIONS INCLUDES 80% minimum of all
virtual classes AND discussion.
2021 VIRTUAL COURSE
9 Week Course, Mondays, 7-9pm
Feb 1 - March 29, 2021 M
 ORE INFORMATION

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

February 19 & 20, 2021.
DRAFT BROCHURE
The Dreaming In Ethnic Melodies:
Black History Education Conference
will have a strong emphasis on social &
emotional learning, and universal literacy instruction under six African-American categories of children's
literature. Sessions during the conference will focus on 9-cultural values that promote self-love and
identity development, discuss how to utilize culturally relevant pedagogical approaches, highlight
successful family engagement practices, share culturally relevant leadership strategies, demonstrate the
importance of utilizing the arts to increase the possibilities for our collective behavioral and academic
outcomes, and draw on student's personal experiences. The conference is intended to provide a venue
where community members, practitioners, educators, and families from across the nation can engage
with one another and learn how to successfully support black youth.SPONSORSHIP ATTENDANCE
EXPECTATIONS INCLUDES all dat Saturday minimum .

